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Dealing With

Decisions

The Mutt-i-grees Curriculum Integrates 

Five Themes Fundamental 

to Social Emotional Learning

Cultivating

Cooperation

Encouraging

Empathy

Finding

Feelings

Achieving

Awareness



Mutt-i-grees Assets

In addition to our digital PreK-12 lessons, 

available at our website for free, we also offer live 

virtual programs. 

Read Alouds where we read a book from the 

Mutt-i-grees Curriculum while asking questions 

that engage students to use critical thinking skills! 

Virtual Tours of the Mutt-i-grees Adoption Center 

where we engage students with a behind the 

scenes look at the journey from rescue to 

adoption. Always bridging social emotional 

learning with humane education.
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Humane Education for a More Compassionate World: 

Language and Cognitive Development to Expand Empathy 

Toward Non-Human Animals
by Dr. Kimberly Spanjol and Dr. Nancy Vidal-Finnerty 

.



The Power of Thought and Language



● How do our thoughts and language shape our 
beliefs, attitudes, and behavior toward (non-
human) animals?

● Does our behavior align with our values?
● If not, what does shape our behavior?
● What are the benefits of aligning our behaviors and 

our values?
● How do we change our behavior if we choose to in a 

meaningful way that benefits other humans, 
animals, and the environment?





Pigs: The Reality https://theconversation.com/why-are-we-outraged-about-

eating-dog-but-not-bacon-43796 



.



Development of human moral attitudes toward animals



Development of Human Moral Attitudes Toward Animals

A recently published study by Wilks et.al. asked the following question:

● Is the tendency to morally prioritize humans over animals weaker in children than adults? 

● To answer the question, in two studies they presented 622 5- to 9-year-old children and adults with moral dilemmas 

pitting varying numbers of humans against varying numbers of either dogs or pigs.

Respondents were asked who should be saved?

In both studies, children had a weaker tendency than adults to prioritize humans over animals. 

● Children often chose to save multiple dogs over one human, and many valued the life of a dog as much as the life of a 

human. 

● Although they valued pigs less, the majority still prioritized 10 pigs over one human. 

● By contrast, almost all adults chose to save one human over even 100 dogs or pigs. 

Their findings suggest that the common view that humans are far more morally important than animals appears late 

in development and is likely socially acquired.

● How does this occur?
Link to article:

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797620960398?journalCode%3Dpssa&source=gmail&ust=1609852559679000&usg=AFQjC

NHJp3MrEsGZ-hwnGleoSEr_FZ06Og

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797620960398?journalCode=pssa


Language and Awareness of Choice

● Language influences our thoughts, beliefs, and behavior
● How we speak about animals - in our conversations, in our presentations, in our classrooms - matter

A self-described  “lover of language and an advocate for animals”, Colleen Patrick-Goudreau’s Animalogy Ted Talk discusses hundreds of 
words, idioms, metaphors, proverbs, everyday expressions — even letters of the alphabet — that have animals hidden within. 

“These “animalogies” reflect how deeply connected we are to animals but also how disdainfully we regard them.  This thought-
provoking and language-altering talk will forever change the way you talk and think about animals — both human and non-human. 
Changing the way we talk about animals might not change animals, but it might just change the world”.

Animalogy: Change your language. Change the world. | Colleen Patrick-Goudreau | TEDxDupreePark

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0_BKbKDM2cs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0_BKbKDM2cs


Developing Pro-social and Animal Inclusive Language, 
Attitudes and Beliefs Through Humane Education 
Humane Education encourages cognitive, 
affective and pro-social behavioral growth 
through personal development of critical 
thinking, problem solving, perspective taking, 
and empathy as it related to people, animals, 
the planet and the intersections among them.



•Humane Education/Pedagogy uses education to nurture compassion and respect for all 
living things and examines the intersection of social justice issues with a focus on 
identifying SYSTEMIC problems and solutions

•Examines the “true price” of our relationship to other species and how it impacts all 
stakeholders in terms of:

Human Rights

Animal Protection

Environmental Stewardship

•Asks is there an alternative behavior that will cause less harm?

Humane Education Training Links and Information:

•Academy of Prosocial Learning: https://www.prosocialacademy.org (Stephanie Itle-Clark, EdD, CHES)

•Institute for Humane Education: https://humaneeducation.org (Zoe Weil)

•Institute for Human-Animal Connection: https://socialwork.du.edu/humananimalconnection

•Humane Education Coalition: https://www.hecoalition.org (Megan Moon, CHES, AAT-C)

https://www.prosocialacademy.org/
https://humaneeducation.org/
https://socialwork.du.edu/humananimalconnection
https://www.hecoalition.org/


Language Matters-
What breeder should I buy from? 
OR 
What rescue should I adopt from?



Yearly number of shelter animals 
euthanized in the United States:

● Approximately 1.5 million shelter 

animals are euthanized (670,000 

dogs and 860,000 cats). 

Roughly equivalent to the number of 
companion animals bought from 

breeders and puppy mills

● Individual influence and behavior 
impacts unjust and oppressive 
systems and individual choices

● What opportunities can you find to 
incorporate intentional language 
and thought into your education 
opportunities?



“Move the World”

Teaching at Iona College and learning about 
Therapy Dogs at the campus

Alleviating students’ anxiety during finals

Collaborative work between Dog Handlers

And their Dog

And learning about the opportunities to 
educate

Finding students ready to undertake this 
mission and as Iona says

“Move the World”

Thanks Jayne and Kim



Therapy Dogs at Iona 

College





“An affective response that stems from apprehension 
or comprehension of another’s emotional state or 
condition, and that is similar to what the other person 
is feeling or would be expected to feel”(APA) 

Envisioning one another’s interior thinking.

Our human thinking mechanism that we use when 
thinking of other minds is made up of pieces/cells  that 
we share with other animals…monkeys, dogs, mice. 

Empathy



Empathy

At least two types of Empathy frequently discussed:

Cognitive empathy to understand 
the perspective of the other (Zach & 

Ochner, 2012, Westby, 2015)

Affective empathy to relate to the 
feeling of the other 

Listener awareness

“Empathy refers to pragmatic abilities that help 
listeners understand communicative intentions and 

feelings behind the words”



Pragmatics
● A traditional and most frequently 

cited definition of pragmatics refers 

to the study of language from the 

point of view of users, especially of 

the choices they make, the 

constraints they encounter in using 

language in social interaction and 

the effects their use of language 

has on other participants in the act 

of communication.



Lets talk a bit about LANGUAGE 

Development?

Language

Phonology

Intonation

Stress

Morphology

Syntax

Semantics

Pragmatics



And LANGUAGE Precursors

Language

Babbling

Sounds/Intonation

Semantics/Cognitive: Joint 
attention, Object Realtions

Pragmatics

Eye Gaze

Gesttures



EMPATHY 
PRECURSOR:

Joint Attention
Reciprocal eye gaze

Importance of the feedback 
we get from 

communicative situations 
early in life

that help us feel safe and 
develop trust 

Prerequisite for Empathy

Research study: Mother suddenly stops playing 
with her baby and presents a flat affect

Baby does several things to get mother’s 
attention

Becomes stressed; and increasingly withdrawn

Traumatic Stress as when a baby is removed 

from his/her  parents



Focusing on LANGUAGE on this turning 

point in our society to Promote empathy and 

Compassion to nonhuman animals

Use

Pragmatics/Empat

hy

Increased 

Awareness of your 

Listener

And  

Using language to 

educate 

Speak truth

Language

Phonology

Intonation

Stress

Morphology

Syntax

Semantics

Pragmatics

“you may think I’m a dreamer but I’m not the only one”



Empathy as 
an 
organizing 
mechanism

* Empathy can enhance connectedness through 
patterns that emerge from social relationships

* The dimension of social relations  paradigm shift 
from individual to collective, brings profound 
implications of how we relate to each other.

*It further supports deeper awareness of self,

empathic communication and how we respond to 
ethical challenges by “strengthening social 
interaction through its ability to motivate 
individuals to cooperate, to share resources and to 
help others”





School age 

Development of 

Empathy with 

more

Collaborative

Work to educate 

on empathy and 

compassion for 

human and 

nonhuman 

animals

“Skilled form of collaboration in 
indigenous family interactions can 
serve as a model of  how people can 
work together.

This kind of collaboration involves truly 
thinking together.”

In today’s globalized society people 
need to think and work together to 
educate our youth, create sustainable 
political systems and steward our 
natural environment”

• University of California Santa Cruz: collaborative 
work, helping when needed and being kind 



Language Development : 
dynamic process that never stops

Lets continue to develop our use of 
language for collaborative purposes

as we learn from each other and protect 
nonhuman animals and our planet

In utero Infancy
Toddler-

hood

Pre-

school
School-

age

Adult-

hood
Adolesc-

ence



THANKS

● END R NOW?



Muttigrees

●
●
●

●
●
●



Child 
Directed 
Speech 

(CDS) 

https://vimeo.com/119255263 CDS and PDS

Empathy Precursors

https://vimeo.com/119255263


Dog/Pet Directed Speech (PDS) 
https://youtu.be/TZ2pw_yLk68



Dogs respond to Motherese Happy Speech 

behaviors

●
●
●
●
●
●



Empathy in Shared attention, Role Play, Story-telling: Being 

aware of who your listener is and wanting to communicate to 

the listener; taking into consideration listener needs for 

communicative purposes.





Entangled Empathy 

Wesleyan University philosopher Dr. Lori Gruen: Entangled Empathy: An Alternative Ethic for Our Relationships 

with Animals

Entangled Empathy is a type of caring perception focused on attending to another’s experience of well-being. It 

is an experiential process involving a blend of emotion and cognition in which we recognize we are in 

relationships with others and are called upon to be responsive and responsible in these relationships by 

attending to another’s needs, interests, desires, vulnerabilities, hopes, and sensitivities.

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/entangled-empathy-how-to-improve-human-animal-relationships_b_6760696



Developing Pro-social and Animal Inclusive Language, 
Attitudes and Beliefs Through Humane Education 
Humane Education encourages cognitive, 
affective and pro-social behavioral growth 
through personal development of critical 
thinking, problem solving, perspective taking, 
and empathy as it related to people, animals, 
the planet and the intersections among them.



•Humane Education/Pedagogy uses education to nurture compassion and respect for all 
living things and examines the intersection of social justice issues with a focus on 
identifying SYSTEMIC problems and solutions

•Examines the “true price” of our relationship to other species and how it impacts all 
stakeholders in terms of:

Human Rights

Animal Protection

Environmental Stewardship

•Asks is there an alternative behavior that will cause less harm?

Humane Education Training Links and Information:

•Academy of Prosocial Learning: https://www.prosocialacademy.org (Stephanie Itle-Clark, EdD, CHES)

•Institute for Humane Education: https://humaneeducation.org (Zoe Weil)

•Institute for Human-Animal Connection: https://socialwork.du.edu/humananimalconnection

•Humane Education Coalition: https://www.hecoalition.org (Megan Moon, CHES, AAT-C)

https://www.prosocialacademy.org/
https://humaneeducation.org/
https://socialwork.du.edu/humananimalconnection
https://www.hecoalition.org/




Animal protection is a social justice issue, 

connected to and intersected with all social 

justice issues
“The idea that some lives matter less is the root of all that is 

wrong with the world.” —Paul Farmer

"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed 

citizens can change the world. Indeed it is the only thing that 

ever has." – Margaret Mead

“Those who have the privilege to know have the duty to act.”-

Albert Einstein

Be a Hummingbird - video (2m Wangari Maathai, activist, 

founder of the Greenbelt Movement and first African woman 

to win the Nobel Peace Prize )

Including animals in social justice discourse:

"The reason I dedicate myself to helping animals so much is 

that there are already so many people dedicated to hurting 

them." ~ unknown



Marrakesh, Morocco 
Written by Louise Jackson, rescuer, Help Adopt Moroccan Animals

A man stopped me today as I was feeding and caring for some dogs and politely tried to tell me why I should not touch street dogs at all. 

He told me they have fleas and tics and maybe rabies. I explained to him that I love dogs and that I try to improve their health and reduce 

the risk of these things in the dogs around me and with the help of others around the world we pay money, yes money, and it costs a lot, to 

give these dogs a life without parasites and diseases and multiple pregnancies. I explained to him we do it for the dogs because they 

deserve it and also for the community....

He listened as I told him it’s not the dogs that are the problem, it’s the human population and the culture and attitudes towards animals that 

needs to change and not my love for them, that in fact out of the dogs in the area where he clearly lives, the collective care for Benson with 

his broken leg and Betty and her gift of a life without the ordeal of multiple pregnancies has improved the life of two of the street dogs and 

saved him hundreds more pups on the street.

I also met a homeless woman who is well-known around the area as she is always in the company of a large pack of dogs. They adore her 

and follow her everywhere. She begs for money just to get them some food. Today she was sleeping on a grassy area and alongside her 

were about 10 dogs all sleeping too. We touched and fed the dogs, one was pregnant, one had recently had babies, one had a large

tumour on his genitals. Friendly, content dogs, sadly with urgent health needs.

It’s been a strange day, emotional and sentimental...and I have so much that I should post about... especially Betty and Benson but to give 

them their true deserving space I will update on them tomorrow. I would like to add they are both safe and have shelter and care thanks to 

Help Adopt Moroccan Animals

#streetanimals #adoptmoroccananimals #rescuedog #rescueyourbestfriend

#animalsheltermorocco #adoptdontshop #change

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/streetanimals?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZUohci7OIJdRzc1grNSqGw3hJs3P-o3EZSuoMB2SzQf16c-4mgYzTDntGjhvF1BIEUrtzpGjp-9LwpKtgnEd5A1HPOuoKkad-Hdf1EbWeOorhzSTKVtK_dHXY-f8sCVd7Q&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/adoptmoroccananimals?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZUohci7OIJdRzc1grNSqGw3hJs3P-o3EZSuoMB2SzQf16c-4mgYzTDntGjhvF1BIEUrtzpGjp-9LwpKtgnEd5A1HPOuoKkad-Hdf1EbWeOorhzSTKVtK_dHXY-f8sCVd7Q&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/adoptmoroccananimals?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZUohci7OIJdRzc1grNSqGw3hJs3P-o3EZSuoMB2SzQf16c-4mgYzTDntGjhvF1BIEUrtzpGjp-9LwpKtgnEd5A1HPOuoKkad-Hdf1EbWeOorhzSTKVtK_dHXY-f8sCVd7Q&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/rescuedog?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZUohci7OIJdRzc1grNSqGw3hJs3P-o3EZSuoMB2SzQf16c-4mgYzTDntGjhvF1BIEUrtzpGjp-9LwpKtgnEd5A1HPOuoKkad-Hdf1EbWeOorhzSTKVtK_dHXY-f8sCVd7Q&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/rescuedog?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZUohci7OIJdRzc1grNSqGw3hJs3P-o3EZSuoMB2SzQf16c-4mgYzTDntGjhvF1BIEUrtzpGjp-9LwpKtgnEd5A1HPOuoKkad-Hdf1EbWeOorhzSTKVtK_dHXY-f8sCVd7Q&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/rescueyourbestfriend?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZUohci7OIJdRzc1grNSqGw3hJs3P-o3EZSuoMB2SzQf16c-4mgYzTDntGjhvF1BIEUrtzpGjp-9LwpKtgnEd5A1HPOuoKkad-Hdf1EbWeOorhzSTKVtK_dHXY-f8sCVd7Q&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/rescueyourbestfriend?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZUohci7OIJdRzc1grNSqGw3hJs3P-o3EZSuoMB2SzQf16c-4mgYzTDntGjhvF1BIEUrtzpGjp-9LwpKtgnEd5A1HPOuoKkad-Hdf1EbWeOorhzSTKVtK_dHXY-f8sCVd7Q&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/animalsheltermorocco?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZUohci7OIJdRzc1grNSqGw3hJs3P-o3EZSuoMB2SzQf16c-4mgYzTDntGjhvF1BIEUrtzpGjp-9LwpKtgnEd5A1HPOuoKkad-Hdf1EbWeOorhzSTKVtK_dHXY-f8sCVd7Q&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/animalsheltermorocco?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZUohci7OIJdRzc1grNSqGw3hJs3P-o3EZSuoMB2SzQf16c-4mgYzTDntGjhvF1BIEUrtzpGjp-9LwpKtgnEd5A1HPOuoKkad-Hdf1EbWeOorhzSTKVtK_dHXY-f8sCVd7Q&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/adoptdontshop?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZUohci7OIJdRzc1grNSqGw3hJs3P-o3EZSuoMB2SzQf16c-4mgYzTDntGjhvF1BIEUrtzpGjp-9LwpKtgnEd5A1HPOuoKkad-Hdf1EbWeOorhzSTKVtK_dHXY-f8sCVd7Q&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/adoptdontshop?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZUohci7OIJdRzc1grNSqGw3hJs3P-o3EZSuoMB2SzQf16c-4mgYzTDntGjhvF1BIEUrtzpGjp-9LwpKtgnEd5A1HPOuoKkad-Hdf1EbWeOorhzSTKVtK_dHXY-f8sCVd7Q&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/change?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZUohci7OIJdRzc1grNSqGw3hJs3P-o3EZSuoMB2SzQf16c-4mgYzTDntGjhvF1BIEUrtzpGjp-9LwpKtgnEd5A1HPOuoKkad-Hdf1EbWeOorhzSTKVtK_dHXY-f8sCVd7Q&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/change?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZUohci7OIJdRzc1grNSqGw3hJs3P-o3EZSuoMB2SzQf16c-4mgYzTDntGjhvF1BIEUrtzpGjp-9LwpKtgnEd5A1HPOuoKkad-Hdf1EbWeOorhzSTKVtK_dHXY-f8sCVd7Q&__tn__=*NK-R


North Shore Animal League America 
and Help Adopt Moroccan Animals 

https://www.helpadoptmoroccananimals.org/



Hubcsh (Hu-bush) is a living miracle. A true testament to the special nature of dogs.
Hubcsh, meaning ‘beautiful’ in Dutch is approximately 6 years old female dog who was found left for dead in the streets of Marrakech, Morocco. She is 

exactly as her name describes, she is an incredibly gentle soul who is always happy to connect.

We found Hubcsh bleeding to death in the street with a severe vaginal injury, she had been raped by a monster who had taken advantage of her friendly 

trusting nature. People in the street had passed her by for days aware of her suffering  with no assistance, we had no choice but to move to help her.

In the time it took to gain her trust we were met with abuse and name calling by local people who couldn’t understand what we were doing. After 6 hours 

we rescued her and took her straight to the vet for life saving emergency surgery. She underwent surgery for hours and after we were able to bring her 

home to our place, a place that she could feel safe and be with other dogs, play, run, eat and feel secure and loved and recover from her trauma.

Despite the terrible treatment she had and the unimaginable experience she still trusted and wiggled her tail for us even in the early days..

As the years have passed by we have seen her blossom. She plays like the happiest child ever, welcoming any visitors with amazing energy. You would 

never believe what happened to her. Hubcsh has been here for over 4 years now, through no fault of her own. We don’t get many adoptions here, it’s not 

the culture especially when dogs are Moroccan dogs. She is so deserving of a forever home and has so much love to give. She deserves a better quality of 

life than we can offer her at the refuge and a forever happy ending.



PAKO: The story of the unexpected puppy

Very late on a cold cold night we moved to rescue a skinny weak female dog who was on the streets fighting for survival. Unknown to us at the 

time the dog, later named Shaggy, was giving birth and when we got to her had already given birth to two dead puppies. 

She started pushing to get her 3rd baby out while in the car on the way to the shelter. She was doing her best to deliver her last hope and at the 

exact moment we reached the shelter she gave her last push to give birth and gave us the little miracle that is Pako… 

Pako is an amazing puppy who we have had the absolute joy of watching grow into a sweet natured 4 months old playful pup, he loves to have 

fun with the other dogs and interact with any new human friends on offer. Despite the constant battle to survive against all odds and her 

supportive team, Ibtissam Ait Mericha could not ignore the plea and moved to the location to not only save Shaggy but amazing little Pako too. 



Rue https://ikimashouadventures.com/2021/02/14/new-
ruemate/





Additional Resources for Creating Thoughtful 
Interconnections Between Human and Non-
Human Animals

The link to ASI Membership information is:

https://www.animalsandsociety.org/join-us/

ASI has multiple types of membership including Individual, Student-Scholar, Scholar, and Professional, with 
benefits to fit different interests and needs. Multiple benefits to membership included ASI’s Human-Animal 
Studies report newsletter, as well as access to ASI's digital archives which contain much of ASI's published 
material.  These are fantastic resources that highlight the breadth and depth of what people are thinking and 
doing in the field of Human-Animal Studies.  

https://www.animalsandsociety.org/join-us/




Questions and Contact 

Dr. Kimberly Spanjol

drkspanjol@gmail.com

kspanjol@iona.edu

Dr. Nancy Vidal-Finnerty

nvidalfinnerty@iona.edu

mailto:drkspanjol@gmail.com
mailto:kspanjol@iona.edu


“Move the World”

Teaching at Iona College and learning about 
Therapy Dogs at the campus

Alleviating students’ anxiety during finals

Collaborative work between Dog Handlers

And their Dog

And learning about the opportunities to 
educate

Finding students ready to undertake this 
mission and as Iona says

“Move the World”

Thanks Jayne and Kim



Therapy Dogs at Iona 

College





“An affective response that stems from apprehension 
or comprehension of another’s emotional state or 
condition, and that is similar to what the other person 
is feeling or would be expected to feel”(APA) 

Envisioning one another’s interior thinking.

Our human thinking mechanism that we use when 
thinking of other minds is made up of pieces/cells  that 
we share with other animals…monkeys, dogs, mice. 

Empathy



Empathy

At least two types of Empathy frequently discussed:

Cognitive empathy to understand 
the perspective of the other (Zach & 

Ochner, 2012, Westby, 2015)

Affective empathy to relate to the 
feeling of the other 

Listener awareness

“Empathy refers to pragmatic abilities that help 
listeners understand communicative intentions and 

feelings behind the words”



Pragmatics
● A traditional and most frequently 

cited definition of pragmatics refers 

to the study of language from the 

point of view of users, especially of 

the choices they make, the 

constraints they encounter in using 

language in social interaction and 

the effects their use of language 

has on other participants in the act 

of communication.



Lets talk a bit about LANGUAGE 

Development?

Language

Phonology

Intonation

Stress

Morphology

Syntax

Semantics

Pragmatics



And LANGUAGE Precursors

Language

Babbling

Sounds/Intonation

Semantics/Cognitive: Joint 
attention, Object Realtions

Pragmatics

Eye Gaze

Gesttures



EMPATHY 
PRECURSOR:

Joint Attention
Reciprocal eye gaze

Importance of the feedback 
we get from 

communicative situations 
early in life

that help us feel safe and 
develop trust 

Prerequisite for Empathy

Research study: Mother suddenly stops playing 
with her baby and presents a flat affect

Baby does several things to get mother’s 
attention

Becomes stressed; and increasingly withdrawn

Traumatic Stress as when a baby is removed 

from his/her  parents



Focusing on LANGUAGE on this turning 

point in our society to Promote empathy and 

Compassion to nonhuman animals

Use

Pragmatics/Empat

hy

Increased 

Awareness of your 

Listener

And  

Using language to 

educate 

Speak truth

Language

Phonology

Intonation

Stress

Morphology

Syntax

Semantics

Pragmatics

“you may think I’m a dreamer but I’m not the only one”



Empathy as 
an 
organizing 
mechanism

* Empathy can enhance connectedness through 
patterns that emerge from social relationships

* The dimension of social relations  paradigm shift 
from individual to collective, brings profound 
implications of how we relate to each other.

*It further supports deeper awareness of self,

empathic communication and how we respond to 
ethical challenges by “strengthening social 
interaction through its ability to motivate 
individuals to cooperate, to share resources and to 
help others”





School age 

Development of 

Empathy with 

more

Collaborative

Work to educate 

on empathy and 

compassion for 

human and 
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“Skilled form of collaboration in 
indigenous family interactions can 
serve as a model of  how people can 
work together.

This kind of collaboration involves truly 
thinking together.”

In today’s globalized society people 
need to think and work together to 
educate our youth, create sustainable 
political systems and steward our 
natural environment”

• University of California Santa Cruz: collaborative 
work, helping when needed and being kind 



Language Development : 
dynamic process that never stops

Lets continue to develop our use of 
language for collaborative purposes

as we learn from each other and protect 
nonhuman animals and our planet
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Child 
Directed 
Speech 

(CDS) 

https://vimeo.com/119255263 CDS and PDS

Empathy Precursors

https://vimeo.com/119255263


Dog/Pet Directed Speech (PDS) 
https://youtu.be/TZ2pw_yLk68



Dogs respond to Motherese Happy Speech 

behaviors
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Empathy in Shared attention, Role Play, Story-telling: Being 

aware of who your listener is and wanting to communicate to 

the listener; taking into consideration listener needs for 

communicative purposes.
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